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ABSTRACT 

Using a panel of European private firms, we show that corporate taxes amplify the 
responsiveness of operating costs to sales, consistent with conforming tax planning in the 
operational business (operational tax planning). We also find evidence of a tax-driven cost 
stickiness: The tax-induced change in operating cost is stronger for increases in sales than for 
decreases in sales. Further, we show that operational tax planning varies in the cross-section: 
Firms with losses, firms with access to nonconforming tax planning, or firms with the ability to 
pass on taxes to stakeholders engage less in operational tax planning, making their costs less 
sticky. Altogether, our results suggest that taxes can affect reported pre-tax cost behavior. 
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1 Introduction 

We analyze the effect of corporate tax rates on operating cost behavior. Operating cost 

responsiveness is at the core of management accounting research (see Anderson and Widener 

2007 for a review). A large stream of literature has analyzed the phenomenon that costs respond 

less to decreases than to increases in sales (sticky cost phenomenon, Noreen and Soderstrom 

1997, Anderson et al. 2003, see Banker and Byzalov 2014 for a literature review). We identify 

corporate taxes as a significant determinant of operating cost responsiveness and cost stickiness.  

Taxes incentivize firms to reduce their taxable income through tax planning activities. This 

is linked to operating cost because tax planning can affect both book and taxable income 

through conforming tax planning (see Badertscher et al. 2019). Part of conforming tax planning 

relates to operational tax planning, i.e. tax planning that affects EBIT via managing sales and 

operating cost. The scope of operational tax planning is wide covering intertemporal profit 

shifting (e.g., inventory valuation), contracts with owner-managers that affect EBIT (via 

management compensation), or real reactions to taxes (e.g. labor-leisure decisions of owner-

managers). Since operational tax planning is about reducing book income and taxable income 

through sales or reported costs, it is inevitably linked to the cost behavior research.  

We combine tax and management accounting literature by examining the role of corporate 

taxation in firms’ pre-tax cost behavior. We frame our argumentation along the common cost-

benefit framework for tax planning in Scholes et al. (2016). When sales increase, firms typically 

also experience an increase in taxable income, creating additional opportunities for operational 

tax planning. Since the incremental benefit from operational tax planning is greater for higher 

tax rates, we expect that corporate tax rates affect incentives for operational tax planning and 

thus drive cost behavior: Higher corporate tax rates are expected to increase reported costs 

relative to reported sales.1 When sales, however, decrease, firms’ taxable income declines, 

reducing the opportunity for operational tax planning. If operational tax planning only induces 

variable cost, then firms should reduce their operational tax planning. Firms with decreases in 

sales would thus attenuate their reduction in taxable income. However, for several reasons, 

adjustments in operational tax planning are costly as they require the adjustment of tax planning 

resources, tax advisory, rewriting of contracts, or renegotiations with suppliers, employees, or 

customers. Hence, firms may refrain from reducing operational tax planning, especially if they 

expect to return to sales growth in the future. This argument is similar to the adjustment cost 

argument in the cost stickiness literature (e.g., Anderson et al., 2003), applied to the adjustment 

                                                 
1 In addition, several countries use progressive corporate taxes with marginal tax rates increasing in the tax base. 
A progressive tax increases incentivizes operational tax planning as the rate on the additional tax base increases. 
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cost of tax planning. Considering such adjustment cost of tax planning, we expect corporate 

taxes to have an asymmetric, namely smaller effect on operating cost elasticity for firms with 

decreases in sales vis-á-vis firms with increases in sales.  

To summarize our predictions, we expect that corporate taxes set incentives for operational 

tax planning which have observable effects on operating cost behavior. Second, we expect the 

corporate tax effect on operating cost responsiveness to be smaller for decreases than for 

increases in sales, due to sticky operational tax planning behavior. Third, the stickiness of 

operational tax planning behavior should be more pronounced for higher corporate tax rates 

because the tax rate determines the benefits of tax planning. 

Our empirical strategy is based on the response of reported operating costs to changes in 

reported firm sales. Intuitively, consider two firms with similar sales changes but different 

corporate tax rates in the absence of capital market pressure. When sales increase, the firm 

facing a higher tax rate has greater incentives to adjust its operational tax planning by reporting 

higher incremental costs than the firm facing a lower corporate tax rate. Hence, our 

identification approach requires variation in statutory corporate tax rates and idiosyncratic 

changes in firm sales. We use a sample of over 460,000 domestically operating private firms 

with unconsolidated financial statement data across 36 European countries, obtained from 

Amadeus (see, also, De Simone 2016; De Simone et al. 2017; Bethmann et al. 2018). 

There are several key advantages of using private firms across countries as our primary 

sample. First, cross-country data provide sufficient variation in corporate tax rates as well as in 

firm sales. Second, using unconsolidated data, we can proxy for a firm’s statutory corporate tax 

rate more precisely than in a sample of publicly traded firms. Using consolidated data on 

multinationals would not enable us to use the exact statutory tax rate faced by a firm because 

of cross-border operations. Third, multinationals are known to shift profits into low-tax 

countries (OECD, 2015), introducing measurement error to sales and operating costs. 

Importantly, this error is affected by corporate tax rates. A focus on domestic-only firms 

mitigates concerns that our results are driven by international profit shifting. Fourth, using 

private firms with typically closely held ownership reduces capital market pressure to use 

income-increasing financial accounting choices (Klassen 1997; Badertscher et al. 2019). Hence, 

our sample firms are expected to use conforming tax planning tools. We also acknowledge that 

our analysis of domestically oriented, private firms might not generalize to other publicly traded 

firms. Still, our setting allows us to draw conclusions on an economically significant sector of 

economies around the world. Private firms employ about two-thirds (half) of all employees in 

the European Union (OECD) and they experience less tax audits and have more leeway in tax 
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compliance (e.g. Beck et al. 2014, Bachas and Jensen 2019). It is thus important to understand 

the consequences of corporate taxes and operational tax planning for these firms. 

In first-difference panel regressions, we find robust evidence supporting our predictions. 

The responsiveness of operating costs to increases in sales is positively associated with tax 

rates. For higher tax rates, a sales increase is associated with a higher increase in operating costs 

than in a low-tax country. For example, for a tax rate of 20%, a sales increase of 16.9% of total 

assets (the median sales increase for the subsample of firms with increasing sales) results in an 

increase in earnings before interest and taxes (EBIT) of 1.79%. For a tax rate of 30% (e.g., the 

tax rate in Germany), then the increase in EBIT is only 1.45%, which is a reduction in pre-tax 

profitability of 19%. We argue that this is due to operational tax planning that results in an 

increase in reported operating costs (or an attenuation of the increase in reported sales). In 

contrast to this finding, the overall effects of tax rates on marginal operating costs for decreases 

in sales are mixed and often insignificant. This finding is, however, consistent with the 

stickiness of operational tax planning. If sales increase, firms increasingly engage in operational 

tax planning, but when sales decline, they tend to stick to their level of operational tax planning. 

Put differently, corporate taxes contribute to overall cost stickiness. 

We subject our empirical tests to a battery of robustness and sensitivity tests. We briefly 

outline some of them here. First, we find evidence supporting the parallel trends assumption: 

We do not find any empirical evidence for the anticipation of tax rate changes. Second, we 

show that the results on the relation of taxes and cost stickiness are robust to using the Weiss 

(2010) approach, a “pure changes” approach, or a hierarchical model. Third, we show that our 

results cannot be solely explained by intertemporal income shifting around tax rate changes.  

Finally, we examine several cross-sectional differences in the effect of taxes on cost 

behavior. First, we exploit the difference between loss-making and profitable firms. The former 

have very few incentives for operational tax planning. Hence, corporate taxes should have a 

weaker effect on operating cost responsiveness for loss firms than for profitable firms. Our 

empirical results support this notion. Second, we exploit differences between standalone firms 

and firms belonging to domestic or multinational groups. The latter have access to cross-border 

profit shifting, that is, nonconforming tax planning, while the former (standalone firms) are thus 

more likely to use operational tax planning. We find corporate taxes to have a larger impact on 

cost responsiveness for standalone firms than for firms belonging to groups. However, we still 

find evidence of a corporate tax effect on cost behavior for multinational firms. 

The third cross-sectional test examines differences in the ability of firms to pass on 

corporate taxes to stakeholders (tax incidence; e.g., Suárez Serrato and Zidar 2016; Fuest et al. 
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2018, Jacob et al. 2019). While operational tax planning implies that higher taxes result in 

higher marginal operating costs (or lower sales), tax incidence postulates that a fraction of the 

tax burden is shifted to suppliers, employees, or customers. Hence, higher taxes result in lower 

operating cost or higher sales. Further, if firms can pass on the tax burden to other stakeholders, 

they could have less incentive to avoid taxes (Dyreng et al. 2018). For firms with more market 

power and, thus, the ability to pass on taxes to stakeholders, we expect corporate taxes to have 

a smaller impact on operational tax planning than for firms with less market power. We exploit 

cross-sectional differences in firm market power and find empirical support for this prediction.  

The final cross-sectional test examines the role of implicit taxes (Jennings et al. 2012, 

Markle et al. 2020). Corporate taxes can affect the value of assets through implicit taxes, thereby 

changing the cost structure of firms. To assess the extent to which implicit taxes drive our 

results, we sort industries into those with high versus low potential of being subject to implicit 

taxes using the asset redeployability measure by Kim and Kung (2017). Our results indicate 

that the effect of taxes on operating cost and cost stickiness is similar across partitions with high 

versus low redeployability. It thus appears as if operational tax planning but not implicit taxes 

are driving the effect of taxes on operating cost responsiveness. 

Taken together, our paper contributes to several strands of the literature. First, by analyzing 

the effect of tax rates on cost behavior, it adds to the literature on the consequences of tax 

planning activities (for reviews see, e.g., Hanlon and Heitzman 2010; Wilde and Wilson 2018). 

Second, as tax rates set the incentives for operational tax planning, we answer the call by Shust 

and Weiss (2014) to explore how reporting incentives affect cost behavior. We contribute to 

the vast literature on the sticky cost phenomenon (e.g., see Anderson et al., 2003 or the review 

by Banker and Byzalov, 2014). We provide evidence that corporate tax rates and the resulting 

incentives for operational tax planning shape (reported) cost behavior and amplify asymmetric 

cost behavior. In light of our results, taxes and tax planning adjustment costs contribute to the 

explanation of cost stickiness. Third, we add to the literature on conforming tax planning 

(Badertscher et al. 2019). Our paper introduces operational tax planning as one channel of 

conforming tax planning. We show that there is an important asymmetry: when firm sales 

increase (decrease), operational tax planning expands (does not change). Hence, our paper is 

related but distinct from Eichfelder et al. (2019) who examine average levels of conforming tax 

avoidance but do not analyze how conforming tax planning reacts to sales changes and whether 

it is asymmetric.  
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2 Hypotheses, Empirical Strategy, and Data 

2.1 Cost Behavior and Cost Stickiness 

The analysis of cost behavior, its determinants, and its consequences is at the focus of 

management accounting research (for reviews, see Anderson and Widener 2007; Krishnan 

2015; Banker et al. 2018). One important area within this field is cost asymmetry. The theory 

of sticky cost argues that costs respond differently for decreases than for increases in sales (see 

Banker and Byzalov 2014). Following Anderson et al. (2003), most empirical approaches test 

this assumption in a first difference approach that regresses changes in cost on changes in sales. 

By using a dummy for sales decreases between two subsequent years (SDECit=1 if 

Salesit<Salesit-1), a potential asymmetry of the cost structure is accounted for:  

OpCostit =  + 1 Salesit + 2 SDECit Salesit + it (1)

The coefficient 1 indicates cost responsiveness for increases in sales. If sales have 

decreased (SDECit = 1), management may drive down cost at the same rate as cost would 

increase for increases in sales (2=0). If management keeps unused resources in expectance of 

a future sales recovery, costs will be sticky for decreases in sales (2 < 0). The higher the 

resource adjustment costs for reducing and/or building up resources are and the more optimistic 

the management is about future sales, the higher the absolute value of the coefficient estimate 

(|2|). Sticky costs, which emerge from management decisions on resource adjustments, are 

within the continuum between full fixed cost (prohibitively high resource adjustment cost) and 

full variable cost (no resource adjustment costs, mechanical adjustments). Banker and Byzalov 

(2014) review the rich empirical evidence on cost stickiness. However, the role of tax rate 

incentives for cost behavior has not been discussed yet.2 

2.2 Operational Tax Planning 

Taxes set incentives for firms to reduce their tax bill through tax planning activities. 

Conforming tax planning intends to reduce taxable income by reducing book income. In 

contrast, nonconforming tax planning aims to reduce taxes without changing book income 

directly. Whereas nonconforming tax planning has been intensively studied (e.g., Hanlon and 

Heitzman 2010; Wilde and Wilson 2018), less is known about conforming tax planning and its 

                                                 
2 A paper closely related to ours is that of Xu and Zheng (2018), who argue that cash tax savings from tax avoidance 
alleviate managers’ concerns about adjustment costs due to expediting cost cuts when activity is reduced. The 
authors document a significantly negative association between tax avoidance and cost stickiness. We see serious 
endogeneity issues in this approach, since cost responsiveness and cash effective tax rates are both affected by 
activity (and potentially several other confounders, such as earnings management). In contrast, we argue that the 
causality is different: operational tax planning strategies directly affect reported sales and/or operating costs as a 
function of the corporate tax rate. In contrast to Xu and Zheng’s setting, we exploit exogenous variations in 
corporate tax rates that affect tax avoidance incentives and cost stickiness. 
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measurement (Badertscher et al. 2019; Eichfelder et al. 2019). We classify conforming tax 

planning into operational tax planning, defined by affecting EBIT, and other conforming tax 

planning, e.g., on the financial result level. The latter can encompass interest expenses as well 

as dividends received. We focus our analysis on operational tax planning because we want to 

analyze the effects of taxes on operating cost.  

The scope of operational tax planning, that is, the effect of corporate taxes on cost behavior, 

is wide. It covers intertemporal profit shifting (e.g., inventory valuation) as well as shifting of 

income between owners and the firms (e.g., shifting book income to shareholders via deductible 

compensation payments). Other examples are tax-driven contracts with suppliers, employees, 

or customers that affect EBIT. In addition, for closely held companies in which owners actively 

participate, owners’ reduction of labor input or effort due to taxes (labor/leisure tradeoff, Berg 

and Thoresen 2019) can be qualified as real operational tax planning (e.g. Meghir and Phillips 

2010). Tunneling and the expropriation of minority shareholders that affect EBIT could also be 

considered as operational tax planning, because tunneling decreases taxes paid and profits.3 

Multinationals’ intragroup profit shifting via transfer pricing or internal debt is conforming 

tax planning only at the level of individual (unconsolidated) accounts (e.g., Markle et al. 2020). 

However, it is usually nonconforming tax planning at the group level (consolidated accounts). 

Since we cannot empirically separate intragroup profit shifting from other ways of conforming 

tax planning, we initially exclude international firms from our baseline sample but use them in 

cross-sectional tests. 

2.3 Corporate Taxes, Operational Tax Planning, and Cost Behavior 

We combine the literature on tax planning and on cost behavior by examining the role of 

corporate taxation in firms’ cost behavior. We discuss increases in sales and decreases in sales 

separately following the management accounting literature on cost stickiness. Increases in sales 

are on average associated with increases in taxable income and, thus, taxes paid. This gives rise 

to additional opportunities for operational tax planning. The incentive for using this opportunity 

is set by the tax rate.  

To see why, consider the following cost–benefit tradeoff. For a given tax rate, operational 

tax planning will take place until the marginal benefit (tax savings) equals the marginal tax 

planning cost. An increase in the tax rate clearly increases the marginal benefit. At the same 

time, increasing tax planning is costly (e.g., Hines and Rice 1994; Huizinga and Laeven 2008; 

                                                 
3 Throughout the paper, we refer to legal tax planning activities. We note that tax evasion would also show up as 
operational tax planning. Economically, the incentives to evade taxes are similar because individuals weigh the 
benefits (evaded tax) against the costs (potential penalties and non-pecuniary costs such as morals). Tax evasion 
is unfortunately unobservable in our data but has the same economic implications as legal operational tax planning. 
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De Simone et al. 2017). The marginal cost is partly unaffected by the tax rate (if the tax planning 

cost are fixed, e.g. cost for staffing the tax department) and partly positively correlated with the 

tax increase (e.g. risk of tax audits may increase with the tax rate or if tax advisory services 

become costlier). Given that some, but not all the tax planning cost components are unrelated 

to the tax rate, the marginal benefits of tax planning exceed marginal costs of tax planning when 

the tax rate increases. Consequently, the incentive for additional operational tax planning in 

reaction to an increase in sales will increase with the tax rate.   

Operational tax planning can manifest in increasing reported additional cost and/or 

attenuating reported additional sales. Both will show up in a steeper relation between reported 

additional cost and sales. In other words, if reported sales increase, the resulting increase in 

reported operating costs is expected to be higher for higher corporate tax rates. Moreover, 

several countries use progressive corporate tax rates. For increases in sales, a progressive tax 

intensifies the incentive for operational tax planning to the extent that the tax rate on the 

additional tax base increases. Taken together, corporate tax rates alter incentives for operational 

tax planning and, thus, drive cost behavior. Hence, for higher tax rates, the responsiveness of 

operating costs to sales changes should increase. This leads us to our first hypothesis. 

H1:  When sales increase, the responsiveness of operating costs to sales changes 

increases with the corporate tax rate. 

We next explain why this prediction might differ when sales decrease. In this case, the cost 

structure of tax planning is crucial. If operational tax planning only induces proportional cost 

(per unit of tax base reduction), we expect a symmetric response compared to increases in sales: 

Firms would reduce their operational tax planning, which would show up in an attenuation in 

the decrease of reported operating cost. Firms with decreases in sales would thus attenuate their 

reduction in taxable income. However, tax planning is associated with adjustment costs. 

Adjustments of tax planning strategies may require the adjustment of tax planning resources 

(e.g. staff in the tax department), of tax advisory services, rewriting of contracts (e.g. owner-

manager compensation contracts), or renegotiations with suppliers, employees, or customers. 

This argument is similar to the adjustment cost argument in the cost stickiness literature (e.g., 

Anderson et al., 2003), applied to the adjustment cost of tax planning. There is already some 

indirect evidence for adjustment costs of tax planning. Kim et al. (2019) show that converging 

toward the tax avoidance optimum takes firms several years, suggesting that there are nontrivial 

costs of adjusting tax avoidance activities.  

For firms facing adjustment cost in operating tax planning, the incentives for adjusting their 

tax planning fundamentally differ between increases and decreases in sales. If firms expect the 
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sales decrease to be temporary, it might be rational to stick to prior levels of tax planning instead 

of adjusting the tax planning strategy multiple times in opposite directions. Only if firms 

planned to circumvent loss carryforward restrictions or for other temporary reasons want to 

report higher book income and taxable income, they would report lower operating costs (or 

report an attenuated sales decrease). In short, firms facing fixed costs and adjustment costs of 

tax planning have different incentives to adjust tax planning when sales decline (i.e., sticking 

closer to the level of tax planning) vis-à-vis when sales increase (i.e., expanding tax planning). 

Progressive corporate tax rates further contribute to this asymmetry. For progressive tax 

schedules, the marginal benefit of operational tax planning increases with the tax rate, so that 

tax planning is, on average, more attractive for increases than for decreases in sales. A simple 

example is a tax scale of 20% for an income up to €100,000 and of 30% for income that exceeds 

€100,000. If last year’s income was €100,000, then the additional income from a 5% increase 

in sales would be subject to a tax rate of 30%, whereas the income reduction from a 5% decrease 

in sales would trigger tax savings of only 20%.  

Taken together, we argue that since operating tax planning is sticky, corporate taxes 

contribute to the stickiness of operating costs. The tax rate effect on operating cost 

responsiveness via operational tax planning is asymmetric between decreases and increases in 

sales, resulting in asymmetric responses of operating costs to corporate taxes. This leads us to 

our second hypothesis. 

H2:  As operational tax planning is adjusted asymmetrically for decreases and 

increases in sales, the tax rate affects the responsiveness of operating costs to 

decreases in sales less strongly than to increases in sales. 

We note that this asymmetry (or stickiness) of operational tax planning can contribute to 

the cost stickiness phenomenon (e.g., Anderson et al. 2003). Firms adjust their costs 

asymmetrically to avoid taxes. This tax effect on cost stickiness differs from the usual cost 

stickiness discussed in the management accounting literature (e.g., Banker and Byzalov 2014). 

Cost stickiness has its roots in asymmetric management reactions to decreases versus increases 

in sales driven by declining sales. In contrast, the tax effect on cost stickiness is driven by 

increasing sales, since we propose that firms’ tax planning has greater effects on operating costs 

for increasing sales than for declining sales. However, there is a common theme to both 

approaches. Whereas cost stickiness is caused by resource adjustment costs for declining sales, 

we argue that one driver of how corporate taxes contribute to cost stickiness relates to tax 

planning adjustment costs. 
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2.4 Tax Incidence & Implicit Taxes 

There is empirical evidence that the incidence of a corporate tax is not fully borne by 

shareholders but partly shifted to other employees (e.g., Suárez Serrato and Zidar 2016; Fuest 

et al. 2018) or consumers (Jacob et al. 2019). Tax incidence works against the predictions 

outlined above. Operational tax planning implies that higher taxes will result in higher marginal 

operating cost (or lower sales). In contrast, tax incidence postulates that part of the tax burden 

is shifted to suppliers, employees, or customers. Shifting tax burden to suppliers or employees 

will manifest in lower operating cost responsiveness for a given increase in sales. Shifting tax 

burden to customers will increase sales revenues for given operating cost. As we are interested 

in how corporate tax rates affects cost behavior, we ultimately measure the net effect of both 

channels, operational tax planning and tax incidence. In one of our cross-sectional tests, we aim 

to examine differences in the ability of firms to pass on corporate taxes to stakeholders.  

Further, operating cost behavior might be affected by corporate taxes via implicit taxes 

(Jennings et al. 2012, Markle et al. 2020). The implicit tax theory suggests that corporate taxes 

can affect the value of assets through implicit taxes. Thereby, implicit taxes can shift the cost 

structure of firms, for example via depreciation. In one cross-sectional test (section 4.4), we 

attempt to assess the importance of implicit taxes in private firms’ operating cost behavior. 

2.5 Empirical Strategy 

To test our hypotheses, we examine the effect of corporate tax rates on operating cost 

responsiveness and its asymmetry in case of increases versus decreases in sales. Our empirical 

strategy is based on the cost behavior and cost stickiness literature in particular. Following prior 

literature, we use a first-differences approach. We regress the change in operating costs 

(OpCostit) on the change in sales (Salesit), the tax rate, and the interaction of the change in 

sales and the tax rate. We include a dummy for sales decreases (SDECit) and interact the 

difference in effect for sales decreases with the tax rate. This yields our baseline specification:  

OpCostit=  + 1 Salesit + 2 ct + 3 ct  Salesit + 4 SDECit  Salesit  

+5 ct  SDECit  Salesit + 6 ln(TAit-1) + j Cjct + t + c + it 

(2)

where OpCostit (Salesit) is the change in operating costs (in sales) for firm i located in country 

c in year t, scaled by lagged total assets, TAit-1. The variable ct is the statutory corporate tax 

rate for country c in year t. The dummy variable SDECit takes on the value of one if and only if 

the sales in year t are lower than in year t - 1. Following prior literature (e.g., Andersen et al., 

2003, Banker et al., 2013, Kama and Weiss, 2013, Cannon, 2014), we do not include SDECit, 
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but only its interactions with Salesit as well as with SDECit  Salesit.4 Our expectation is that, 

for higher tax rates, firm operating costs respond more strongly to changes in sales. That is, we 

expect that 3 > 0 (H1). The coefficient 5 tests H2. We expect that 5 < 0 because, as predicted 

by H2, operational tax planning is expected to respond asymmetrically to sales decreases and 

increases, reflecting an asymmetric effect of corporate taxes on operating cost.  

Further, we include the natural logarithm of total assets in year t - 1 as control variable. We 

control for lagged assets in addition to scaling with lagged assets because firm size may affect 

the dependent variable. The vector Cjct includes country-level controls, gross domestic product 

(GDP) growth, unemployment rate, and inflation. We control for inflation in addition to 

deflating all variables because inflation may have real effects depending on wage rigidity and 

price rigidity as well as accounting effects depending on depreciation methods and inventory 

valuation (e.g. Basu et al. 2010). On the other hand, aggregate earnings growth predicts future 

inflation (Shivakumar and Urcan 2017). In addition, inflation can serve as a proxy for time-

varying country level risk (e.g. Fouejieu and Roger 2013).  

Since we are interested in the effect of the tax rate (and not of tax rate changes) on operating 

cost responsiveness, we use the level and not the first difference of the tax rates. The level of 

the tax rate could capture country effects (as taxes are higher in industrialized countries) as well 

as year effects (decreasing tax rates due to tax competition). Therefore, we include year fixed 

effects t and country fixed effects c that capture time trends and country-level trends. We do 

not use firm fixed effects because the first-difference approach already controls for unobserved 

firm level heterogeneity.5 We cluster standard errors it at the country–industry level because 

we suspect similarities in cost functions among industries and because we exploit country-level 

variation (tax rates) as well as firm-/industry-level variation (changes in sales).6 

2.6 Scaling 

In order to be comparable across firms, changes in cost and sales have to be scaled. Banker 

and Byzalov (2014) propose several methods of scaling changes in sales and operating costs. 

They recommend a log changes approach (lnXit = lnXit – lnXit-1). Alternatively, they suggest 

scaling by size. Anderson et al. (2003) report that their results are qualitatively similar to the 

                                                 
4 We estimate two local piecewise cost functions to the left and right, respectively, of SDECit. Following the 
literature on cost stickiness, we do not include a main effect for SDECit, since this would allow a jump discontinuity 
between these two pieces of the cost function and we do not have a theory for such a jump discontinuity. For the 
same reason, we do not include the interaction SDECit  ct. As a robustness test, we add the main effects SDECit 
and SDECit  ct (Section 3.3.2). The results hold qualitatively and are close to our reported results. 
5 As a robustness test, we replace the country fixed effects by firm fixed effects, which then cover unobserved 
firm-level time trends. The results hold qualitatively and are close to our reported results. 
6 Our results hold qualitatively if we cluster at the country or industry level (results not tabulated). Additionally, 
we cluster standard errors along both dimensions (country and industry, results not tabulated).  
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log change specification for all their models when they estimate them with linear specifications. 

Shust and Weiss (2014) employ a linear model as well as a log change model. Linear models 

are used by e.g. Banker et al. (2016) and Hoffmann et al. (2019). 

Our main reason to prefer a linear model with size variables (lagged total assets or lagged 

sales) as scaling variable to the log changes approach is that the estimation of the log changes 

specification is affected by the levels of the lagged cost/sales ratio (Balakrishnan et al. 2014). 

Intuitively, the log changes approach measures how the percentage change in costs is associated 

with a percentage change in sales. For a €100 change in sales, this association not only depends 

on the € change in costs, but also on the pre-change level of sales and cost. If, for example, the 

level of costs is very low, then even a small absolute change in cost can show up in a large 

percentage change. As our hypotheses imply that taxes—through their effect on marginal 

cost—will also affect the cost-sales ratio, applying the change log specification in our setting 

implies that we effectively control for a common outcome, resulting in bad control bias (Angrist 

and Pischke 2009).  

In addition, we performed a Davidson-MacKinnon (1981) J-test. For our sample, the test 

rejects the hypothesis that scaling changes with lagged total assets or lagged sales is nested in 

the log changes model. Moreover, the adjusted R2 of the model that scales changes with total 

assets is considerably higher relative to the log changes model. We thus use lagged total assets 

(TAit-1) as the scaling variable for sales and costs in our preferred specification. In alternative 

specifications, we use also lagged sales as a scaling variable and the (potentially biased) 

approach using changes in the logarithmic values of sales and costs (log change approach).  

2.7 Data 

We start with all active companies in Amadeus with available accounts during 2006–2016. 

These data comprise listed and unlisted firms. We exclude banks and insurance companies 

(NACE, Rev. 2 codes 64–66), since they display different cost structures and are subject to 

different tax regulations. We use three steps to arrive at our baseline sample to ensure that our 

sample firms are subject to the domestic statutory corporate tax rate and have no opportunities 

to shift profits across countries. These firms should most closely reflect our theory. First, we 

use accounts from companies with unconsolidated accounts only (Amadeus account type U1).7 

If a company also publishes consolidated accounts, it controls a group and we drop these firms. 

The tax incentives of such a group are more difficult to measure, since different group entities 

could be subject to different tax rates. In addition, unconsolidated accounts are usually 

characterized by higher book–tax conformity, that is, they are closer to the corporate tax base 

                                                 
7 With this step, we also drop nearly every publicly traded firm. 
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than consolidated accounts. Second, we discard dependent firms (with a Bureau van Dijk 

Independence Indicator of C, D, or U) if their global ultimate owner is an industrial company. 

We assume that these firms have incentives and opportunities to shift profits across countries. 

Third, we exclude firms that have affiliates (i.e., subsidiaries) in other countries (and were not 

already discarded in step 1). We further exclude firms that are missing or negative operating 

cost or sales data for the full period or missing their industry classification. Furthermore, we 

exclude micro firms (average total assets below €25,000).  

Banker and Byzalov (2014) argue and demonstrate that outlier treatment is especially 

important in empirically measuring cost structures.8 We acknowledge that the cost stickiness 

literature has not provided generally accepted guidelines for these steps. On the one hand, we 

do not want outliers that are most likely not tax driven to affect our results. On the other hand, 

truncation and winsorization are subjective. In a first step, following Banker and Byzalov 

(2014), we thus drop observations with sales below EBIT, with a cost-to-sales ratio 

(OpCost/Sales) larger than 1,000% or below 10%. Banker and Byzalov (2014) drop the lower 

and upper 1% of the ln(OpCost) and ln(Sales) distributions. We use different scalars 

(OpCostt/TAt-1 and OpCostt/Salest-1) as well as a log specification (ln(OpCostt)). We see 

winsorizing as helpful in using the three different specifications in the same data. Thus, we drop 

only the lower and upper 0.5% of the OpCostit/TAit-1 and Salesit/TAit-1 distributions and then 

winsorize all firm-level change variables at the 0.5% and 99.5% levels. In the Online Appendix, 

we show that alternative outlier treatments do not affect our main inferences (see Table A.1). 

Furthermore, since tax incentives have been shown to differ between profitable firms and loss 

firms (e.g., Maydew 1997; De Simone et al. 2017; Hopland et al. 2018), we exclude 

observations with negative earnings before taxes (EBTt-1 < 0) from our baseline sample. In our 

cross-sectional tests, we compare our sample with the excluded loss firm–years. 

After these screens, we end up with 3,357,899 firm–year observations from 462,806 firms 

over the period 2006–2016. The firms are located in 36 different countries. To address concerns 

that some countries (France, Italy, Spain) are overrepresented in Amadeus, we demonstrate in 

our robustness section that our results hold if we subsequently remove different countries from 

the sample or collapse the data so that our inferences are based on country–year-level data. All 

data are in thousands of euros. We adjust all data for inflation using each country’s Consumer 

Price Index and deflate to 2006 values. 

                                                 
8 We drop one exceptional extreme outlier observation: a small Italian firm with total assets of approximately €1 
million that has EBIT of -€340,033,946,000 (given an EBT of €29) in 2008. In 2009, EBIT for this firm is €52,081.  
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Our data do not contain operating costs directly. Instead, for the typical firm, Amadeus 

provides different data, depending on whether the firm uses the cost of goods sold method 

(sales – cost of goods sold) or the total cost method (sales +/– changes in inventory + company-

produced additions to plant and equipment – total cost of production). For the total cost method, 

Amadeus defines turnover as net sales + other operating revenues +/– stock variations (changes 

in inventory; see the Appendix). One possible empirical approach would be to regress changes 

in “full operating costs” (operating costs of turnover) on changes in turnover. Although this 

approach would more closely measure production activities (output) than using sales as the 

independent variable, it has several downsides. First, the results could depend on which 

valuation rules are applied to stock variations. The discretion in the valuation of inventories is 

associated with tax incentives (Badertscher et al. 2019), which would potentially bias our 

results. Second, the results are only available for firms that prepare their income statements 

according to the total cost method. For firms that prepare their income statements according to 

the cost of sales method, turnover is not available. Third, the data from Amadeus do not allow 

other operating revenues to be separated from stock variations, both of which are included in 

turnover. For these reasons, we rely on sales and on the operating cost of sales. We measure 

operating cost as OpCostit = Salesit – EBITit. We define a sales decrease dummy SDECit that 

equals one if Salesit < Salesit-1, and zero otherwise. The Appendix presents the Amadeus 

variables used to define OpCostit. 

We also compile a panel of statutory corporate tax rates and data on country-level control 

variables (GDP growth, unemployment, inflation). The tax rate variables are obtained from the 

OECD; the World Bank; yearly tax guides published by Ernst & Young, KPMG, and PwC; and 

the 2016 edition of Effective Tax Levels Using the Devereux Griffith Methodology, a project 

for the European Commission (Spengel et al. 2016). Control variables are from the European 

Commission, the OECD, and the World Bank. 

Table 1 reports descriptive statistics. In about half of the firm–years, we observe sales 

decreases. The main explanation for this high number is that, as mentioned above, we deflate 

all data with country-individual inflation rates so that we compare deflated sales with last-year 

sales. In other words, following the literature on cost stickiness, we define sales decreases as 

decreases in real sales. Further, the firms in our sample are relatively small, with total assets of 

€8.139 million, sales of €7.636 million, and earnings before taxes (EBT) of €0.476 million on 

average. This is not surprising, since we eliminated firms with group accounts and multinational 

enterprises (MNEs, i.e., firms with foreign subsidiaries or foreign industrial owners) and these 

statistics reflect the samples of other papers using Amadeus data (e.g., Bethmann et al. 2018). 
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Consistent with prior research on unlisted firms, the distributions of total assets, sales, operating 

cost, EBIT, and EBT are strongly skewed. We also note that the majority of firms (80.4%) use 

the total cost method for their profit and loss statements.  

Table 2 shows that the panel is unbalanced (with an average of 6.7 observations per firm). 

Amadeus’ coverage varies strongly among countries. Again, both results are consistent with 

prior literature but, as mentioned above and shown in robustness tests below, the difference in 

coverage does not drive our results. Importantly, Table 2 documents 77 tax rate changes for our 

sample period, with an average corporate tax rate of 27% (Table 1). Since our identification 

exploits tax rate changes, we are confident that there is sufficient variation in our sample. 

3 Results 

3.1 Preliminary Analysis: Is There Cost Stickiness in Our Data? 

In order to benchmark cost behavior in our sample relative to prior literature, we first run 

equation (1) without tax variables to measure the slope of cost changes for positive and negative 

sales changes. We control for size, changes in GDP, unemployment levels, inflation, year fixed 

effects, and country fixed effects. Standard errors are clustered on country-industry level where 

industry is defined as the 3-digit NACE code. Table 3 presents the regression results from this 

non-tax model. In specification (1) and (2), we regress size-scaled changes in operating cost on 

size-scaled changes in sales, separated by sales increases and sales decreases using a dummy 

for sales decreases SDEC. We scale with TAit-1 in specification (1) and with Salesit-1 in 

specification (2). Specification (3) employs changes in the natural logarithm of costs and sales, 

respectively. In our sample, specification (1) exhibits a small positive coefficient on the 

interaction term SDECit  Salesit, but specifications (2) and (3) show a negative coefficient. 

We cautiously interpret this result as additional evidence for the issues raised by Balakrishnan 

et al. (2014) who show that general cost stickiness estimates may depend on the empirical 

specification. We further note that cost responsiveness is quantitatively higher and less sticky 

than in other samples (e.g., Banker and Byzalov 2014). The difference may be due to our firms 

being smaller, domestic, under less capital market pressure, and often closely held by a single 

owner or a family. We conclude that our large sample of European private firms is not directly 

comparable to public U.S. firms that have often been analyzed in cost behavior research. 

3.2 Tax Rates and Cost Behavior 

We now turn to our main analysis of equation (1). The results are reported in Table 4. We 

use changes in operating cost and in sales that are scaled by TAit-1 in specification (1) and by 

Salesit-1 in specification (2). Specification (3) employs logarithmic changes.  
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In our preferred specification (1), consistent with H1, we find a positive coefficient 

estimate for the interaction term ct  Salesit. This result suggests that, as tax rates increase, 

reported operating costs respond more strongly to a given increase in reported sales. This 

finding is consistent with increases in sales providing the opportunity and tax rates setting the 

incentive for additional operational tax planning.  

The coefficient on ct  SDECit  Salesit is negative, supporting H2. Higher tax rates are 

associated with greater differences between cost responsiveness for decreases versus increases 

in sales. The negative sign shows that for sales decreases the effect of taxes on cost 

responsiveness is weaker than for sales increases. Both coefficient estimates are significant at 

the 1% level. The overall tax effect on the slope for sales decreases is the sum of the coefficient 

estimates for ct  Salesit and ct  SDECit  Salesit. The sum of the coefficient estimates 

amounts to 0.0249 but is not jointly significant (p= 0.567, not tabulated). This result indicates 

that, in the case of sales decreases, there is no tax effect on operating cost responsiveness, 

consistent with the notion of sticky operational tax planning, as predicted by H2. 

We continue to find empirical support for both hypotheses when using lagged sales to scale 

current costs and sales. Specification (2) displays a positive coefficient estimate for the 

interaction term ct  Salesit and a negative coefficient estimate on ct  SDECit  Salesit. The 

estimate for the overall tax effect on the slope for sales decreases (ct  Salesit + 

ct  SDECit  Salesit) is 0.0526; the joint coefficient estimate is again insignificant (p = 0.648, 

not tabulated). Collectively, these results support H1 and H2. 

To provide an easily understandable, visual interpretation of the economic magnitudes of 

our results, we plot the conditional sample means for EBIT change (Sales – OpCost, scaled 

by TAit-1) on the sales change (scaled by TAit-1) using the coefficient estimates from specification 

(1) in Figure 1, Panel A. For sales increases (x-axis values above zero), a higher tax rate is 

associated with higher operating cost responsiveness, which results in lower EBIT (y-axis). For 

sales decreases (x-axis values below zero), the tax rate has no significant effect on EBIT. These 

results are consistent with H1 and H2: For increases in sales, firms have an incentive to engage 

in operating tax planning to attenuate additional taxable income. This incentive increases with 

the tax rate. For decreases in sales, the effect is much smaller and nearly invisible. The 

difference between increases and decreases in sales reflects stickiness in operating tax planning.  

The magnitude of this stickiness depends on the level of the corporate tax rate. In economic 

terms, the effects are also reasonable. Suppose a firm’s sales increase by 16.9% of total assets 

(which is the median sales increase in our subsample of firms with increasing sales). For a tax 
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rate of 20% (30%), operating cost will on average increase by 15.11% (15.45%) of total assets.9 

The residual, pre-tax earnings (EBIT), will increase by 1.79% (1.45%) of total assets.10 

Compared to a tax rate of 20%, the 30% tax rate is associated with a reduction in profitability 

growth of (1.79% - 1.45%)/1.79% = 19.0% (due to an increase in operating costs of (15.45% - 

15.11%)/15.11% = 2.25%).11 For decreases in sales, there is no significant corresponding 

difference in profitability across tax rate levels.  

If we scale the change in sales and in operating cost by lagged sales, the picture looks quite 

similar to that for increases in sales (see, Panel B, Figure 1). For decreases in sales, higher tax 

rates are associated with lower cost decreases (leading to, ceteris paribus, higher EBIT). This 

finding would be consistent with some reduction in operational tax planning for decreases in 

sales (albeit less than the increase for increases in sales). Despite the differences across scales—

lagged sales versus lagged total assets—the results support our two hypotheses. 

Finally, in specification (3) of Table 4, we regress the change in the logarithm of operating 

costs on the change in the logarithm of sales. The coefficient estimate for the interaction term 

ct  Salesit is positive and highly significant. However, the coefficient estimate on 

ct  SDECit  Salesit is very small (albeit negative, as expected) but not significant. We 

interpret this finding as additional support for H1, whereas the overall picture for H2 is 

somewhat less clear. Given a potential bias in the log–log specification (see section 2.6), we 

put more weight on the results in specifications (1) and (2). In these specifications that are not 

subject to the Balakrishnan et al. (2014) critique, we find strong support for H1 and H2.  

3.3 Robustness and Sensitivity Tests 

In this section, we present a battery of robustness and sensitivity tests for our two 

hypotheses. These tests deal with the parallel trends assumption underlying our empirical 

approach (Section 3.3.1), potential omitted control variables (Section 3.3.2), alternative 

measures of cost stickiness (Section 3.3.3) alternative specifications (Section 3.3.4), the 

sensitivity to the sample composition (Section 3.3.5), and intertemporal profit shifting as an 

alternative explanation for our findings (Section 3.3.6). 

                                                 
9 For a tax rate of 20%, we get: 0.169(0.854+0.20.201) = 15.11%. For a tax rate of 30%, we obtain: 0.169 
(0.854+0.30.201) = 15.45%. For the coefficients employed, see Table 4 Panel A, specification (1). 
10 Tax rate of 20%: 16.90% –15.11% = 1.79%. Tax rate of 30%: 16.90% –15.45% = 1.45%. 
11 These tests also rule out the alternative explanation that taxes insure corporations against negative outcomes. 
The seminal paper of Domar and Musgrave (1944) shows that under a full loss offset, an investor will increase his 
or her risk exposure (the share of the risky investment in the portfolio) to compensate for the reduction in yield. 
Taxes reduce positive as well as negative outcomes proportionally and work as insurance. For a firm, a production 
strategy with higher fixed costs (or higher resource adjustment costs) and lower marginal costs will be riskier, 
since adjustments to unforeseen sales decreases will be more difficult. Therefore, taxes could incentivize firms to 
incur higher fixed costs and lower marginal costs. Our results are inconsistent with this explanation as one would 
obtain a negative association of tax rates and operating cost responsiveness (i.e., lower marginal costs).  
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3.3.1 Parallel Trends Assumption  

One potential concern about our approach is that the tax rates are not randomly set.12 Tax 

rates and operating costs behavior can depend on unobserved economic conditions. To mitigate 

concerns about confounding events and differences in trends prior to tax changes, we 

investigate whether the common trends assumption is violated. We therefore augment equation 

(1) and substitute the current tax rate with three leads corporate tax rates. We scale the sales 

change and the change in operating cost with TAit-1. Figure 2, Panel A (Panel B) plots the 

coefficient estimates for Salesit (SDECit  Salesit) interacted with the tax rate one, two, and 

three years, respectively, before the tax rate change.13 We find that none of the interactions of 

Salesit with any of the three lead tax rates is significant. For all three coefficient estimates, we 

find that the 95% confidence bounds overlap with zero (Panel A, Figure 2). The same is true 

for interactions of lead tax rates with SDECit  Salesit. None of the interactions is significant 

at the 5% level. We interpret these results as confirmation for the common trends assumption. 

3.3.2 Additional Controls 

In the second step, we examine whether our results are sensitive to adding different sets of 

controls. First, we examine a “fully-interacted” model where we interact our firm-level and 

country-level control variables with ΔSales. This test addresses concerns that control variables 

are actually confounders that simultaneously affect tax rates and cost behavior. In this 

specification, we standardize all control variables to have a mean of zero to ensure that we 

estimate the effect of taxes at the mean value of our control variables. Columns (1) to (3) of the 

Table 5 summarize these results. Our results are qualitatively similar in this “fully-interacted” 

model. 

Second, the vast majority of the cost stickiness literature does not control for the main 

effect of the SDEC dummy (e.g. Andersen et al., 2003, Banker et al. 2013, Kama and Weiss, 

2013, Cannon 2014). Banker et al. (2018) is a recent exception. Conceptually, controlling for 

SDEC would allow the cost function to "jump" at zero sales changes. While we do not have a 

theory for this jump, forcing the data into a specification without a stand-alone SDEC may lead 

into a misspecification. For this reason, we have added SDEC and the interaction of SDEC with 

τ to the estimation equation. Results are reported in columns (4) to (6) in the Table 5. Again, 

our results are qualitatively similar to our baseline findings. 

                                                 
12 We also run a randomization test where we randomly attribute to each country–year a tax rate from a different 
country–year cell. We then use this random tax rate and rerun equation (1). We display the resulting coefficient 
estimates density function in the Online Appendix (Figure A.1). They are distributed evenly around 0. 
13 We obtain similar results when we scale by lagged sales. 
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Third, we address concerns about using firm-level sales. In using sales as a proxy for 

activity, we apply the common empirical approach in management accounting cost research. 

This approach raises two concerns. First, sales are a noisy proxy for activity (Weiss 2010; 

Banker and Byzalov 2014; Cannon 2014). Second, sales are endogenous. Sales as well as 

operating costs could be affected by industry-level demand and price trends. To address these 

issues, we control for country–industry–year sales (excluding the firm in question). It can be 

argued that country–industry–year sales proxy for demand and are likely exogenous to the 

single firm. We estimate industry demand based on all firms in our sample (including dependent 

firms and firms with foreign subsidiaries) at the 3-digit NACE code.14 We then include changes 

in country–industry–year sales as a control for industry-level trends in our regressions. We 

interact changes in country–industry–year sales with the sales decrease dummy SDECit to cover 

different effects of industry-level trends on operating costs for firms with decreasing sales 

compared to firms with increasing sales. The results in columns (7) to (9) in Table 5 show that 

the findings related to ct  Salesit as well as to ct  SDECit  Salesit are virtually the same 

when we compare the coefficients to those in Table 4.  

3.3.3 Alternative Measure for Cost Stickiness 

As in the first tests, we examine whether our result on the role of taxes in cost stickiness is 

robust to using an alternative proxy for cost stickiness. Specifically, we test whether our results 

hold if we use the Weiss (2010) measure of cost stickiness, denoted STICKY. STICKY is defined 

as the difference in cost function slopes between upward and downward changes in sales. 

Technically, it is measured as the difference between the rate of cost decrease for the most 

recent period with decreasing sales (x) out of the last four periods and the corresponding rate of 

cost increase for the most recent period with increasing sales (𝑥) out of the last four periods: 

 3              
i ,t

i ,x i ,x

OpCost OpCost
STICKY ln ln ,x,x t ,...,t

Sales Sales
 

As Weiss (2010), we discard observations with OpCost/Sales<0. Weiss (2010) defines 

quarters as periods. As we do not have quarterly data but annual data. Hence, we define years 

as periods. We demand positive EBT in each year of the measurement period of four years. The 

STICKY measure in our sample has a mean of -0.015 and a median of -0.007 which indicates 

less stickiness than in the Weiss (2010) sample. We then regress STICKY on the corporate tax 

rate and year fixed effects. As lower values of STICKY indicate more stickiness, we expect a 

                                                 
14 We drop country–industries in which any firm has a market share above 50%, since the other firms’ industry 
sales would be strongly driven by the firm in question, creating endogeneity issues (e.g., if the firm in question 
gains market shares at the expense of the other firms). We also discard firms with 2 × sales < operating cost. 
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negative association between STICKY and the tax rate. Table 6 displays the results. In the 

baseline regression (1) without any restriction or controls, we lose 59% of our observations due 

to the long time period necessary for estimating STICKY on the firm level. In specification (2), 

we restrict the measurement of STICKY to firms that did not experience a tax rate change in the 

last four years. We lose 85% of our observations. In specification (3), we winsorize the STICKY 

at the 1% and the 99% levels. In specification (4), we add country fixed effects. In specification 

(5), we account for measuring STICKY repeatedly at the firm level. We drop all observations 

for which we have STICKYi,t-1 or STICKYi,t-2. All results show that STICKY is negatively (i.e. 

cost stickiness is positively) associated with the tax rate. 

3.3.4 Alternative specifications 

In this section, we present three alternative specifications. First, we use a model that 

restricts the identification to the interaction of changes in sales with tax rate changes. Second, 

we employ a hierarchical model that estimates average cost responsiveness on the country-year 

level without taxes (first stage) and then regresses these estimates on the tax rate (second stage). 

Third, we test various cutoffs for sales decreases.  

One concern is that unobserved country-specific variation affects changes in operating 

costs as well as tax rate levels. We thus derive a pure first-difference model that only exploits 

the interaction of variations in sales with changes in tax rates (Giesselmann and Schmidt-Catran 

2018). We predict an asymmetric reaction of tax planning to sales decreases vis-à-vis sales 

increases (H2). To incorporate such path dependency in a fixed effects model that exploits 

deviation from the average and not from last year’s values is possible but complex (see Allison 

2019). As a parsimonious but equivalent alternative, we use a simple fixed effects model 

defined in levels as a starting point. If we—for a start—assume that taxes have a symmetric 

effect on operating cost responsiveness, an appropriate fixed effects model would be 

OpCostit=  + 1 Salesit + 2 ct + 3 ct  Salesit  

+ 4 ln(TAit) +5 GDPct + 6 Unempct + 7 Inflationct  +i + it  

(2)

The firm fixed effects i absorb unobserved time-invariant variation at the country, 

industry, and firm levels. This model only exploits variations in tax rates and sales; the level of 

ct  Salesit does not contribute to the identification of 3. First-differencing this model (see 

Wooldridge (2009), p. 457; Baltagi (2013), p. 17) yields 
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OpCostit – OpCostit-1 = () + 1 (Salesit – Salesit-1) + 2 (ct ct-1) 

+ 3 (ct  Salesit ct-1  Salesit-1)  

+ 4 ln(TAit) +5 GDPct + 6 Unempct  

+ 7 Inflationct + (i – i) + (it – it-1) 

(3)

OpCostit = 1 Salesit + 2 ct + 3 (ct  Salesit ct-1  Salesit-1) 

+ 4 ln(TAit) +5 GDPct + 6 Unempct + 

7 Inflationct + (it – it-1) 

The resulting model thus already accounts for firm fixed effects (Allison 2019). However, 

3 is identified by sole changes in tax rates, sole changes in sales, and simultaneous variation 

in sales and tax rates (Giesselmann and Schmidt-Catran 2018). As we are interested in the 

interaction of changes in tax rates and in sales, we decompose 3 into three terms, of which the 

last is the term of interest:  (ct  Salesit – ct-1  Salesit-1) = ct-1  Salesi + c  Salesit-1  

+ c  Salesi. Now, we can add the sales decrease asymmetry to this model by including the 

sales decrease dummy: 

OpCostit = 1 Salesit + 2 SDECit  Salesit + 3 ct  

+ 4 ct-1  Salesi + 5 c  Salesit-1  + 6 c  Salesi 

+ 7 SDECit  ct-1  Salesi + 8 SDECit  c  Salesit-1 

+ 9 SDECit  c  Salesi + 10 ln(TAit) +11 GDPct  

+ 12 Unempct + 13 Inflationct + (it - it-1) 

(4)

Equation (4) is thus a first-difference model that exploits the interaction of changes in sales 

with changes in tax rates to test H1 and H2. As prior literature (e.g., Ljungqvist et al. 2018), we 

refrain from adding firm fixed effects to this specification. The results of the estimation of this 

model are shown in Table 7. The results qualitatively confirm our basic results. The coefficient 

6 for the interaction of tax changes and sales increases is positive and highly significant (p-

value < 1%) in each specification. The additional coefficient for the interaction of tax changes 

and decreases in sales is negative and highly significant in each specification. Overall, we find 

that (1) tax rates drive operational tax planning and (2) that operational tax planning is sticky. 

Another issue is that firm panel data exhibit firm-level autocorrelation. As an alternative 

to clustering standard errors, Bertrand et al. (2004) recommend collapsing the data to a more 

aggregate level (the level at which the treatment is defined) and to analyze collapsed data. We 

thus collapse the observations into country–year cells and employ a hierarchical model (see 

Guenther 2018). First, for each country–year cell, we regress changes in operating costs on 

changes in sales Salesit, SDECit  Salesit (each scaled by TAit-1) and on firm size (logarithm 
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of TAit-1). By estimating the coefficients separately for each country–year cell, the constants in 

these regressions absorb any country–year specific characteristics. Due to the reduced number 

of observations per country and year, we use robust regressions in this step. We fit the efficient 

high–breakdown point MM estimator (Yohai 1987), which results in 357 coefficient estimates 

for Salesit and 353 estimates for SDECit  Salesit (36 countries × 10 years = 360 – 7 missing 

estimates because of missing data, mostly for Cyprus). In the second step of the hierarchical 

model, we regress the coefficient estimates for Sales and for SDEC  Sales on the statutory 

tax rates of country c in year t (ct). Since the reliability of estimates varies greatly between 

country–year cells, we choose a weighted least squares (WLS) approach with the inverted 

standard errors of the first-step regression as weights. Graphical illustrations of the respective 

coefficient estimate (y-axis) and the corporate tax rate (x-axis) are presented in Figure 3, Panels 

A and B. All specifications show a robust pattern: the tax rate is positively related to operating 

costs for sales increases, as indicated by the higher country–year-specific coefficients on 

Salesit. This finding is consistent with H1. The tax rate also increases cost stickiness, as 

indicated by the negative slope for the tax rate when using the SDECit  Salesit coefficients as 

dependent variables, supporting H2. These results are robust to the inclusion of various controls 

and fixed effects as reported in Table A.2 in the Appendix.   

We now test various cutoffs for decreases in sales. The literature on sticky costs compares 

firm–years with sales increases to firm–years with sales decreases. However, the cutoff point 

for the definition of SDECit at exactly zero sales changes (ΔSalesit = 0) could seem arbitrary. 

We thus test whether our results are sensitive to changing the cutoff point by estimating our 

main specification for alternative cutoff points of sales change ranging from -25% to +25% 

relative to total assets. Since an inappropriate cutoff would allocate firms with heterogeneous 

reactions to one group, it would bias our coefficient estimates toward zero. In other words, if 

the coefficient estimates for alternative cutoff points are much larger in absolute terms than the 

coefficient estimate for the standard cutoff point (0% sales change), then a misspecification is 

likely. Panels A and B, Figure A.3 of the Appendix plot the resulting coefficients on τ  Sales 

and τ  SDEC  Sales, respectively. The largest coefficient estimates are around the interval 

[-5%, +5%], which corroborates the choice of 0% as the cutoff point for sales changes. This 

cutoff choice also follows prior literature and appears to also extend to the tax setting. 

3.3.5 Addressing Concerns about Representativeness 

Another potential concern about our approach is that some countries have substantially 

more observations than other countries. Due to different financial reporting requirements for 

private firms, the coverage of firms in Amadeus differs strongly across countries. To evaluate 
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whether our findings are driven by a single country, we repeat our main regression (Table 4 

Panel A, specification (1)) for a sample from which we exclude each of the seven countries 

with the highest numbers of observations, one at a time (Figure A.2 of the Appendix). The 

coefficient estimates for cost responsiveness to increased sales (τ  Sales) range between 

0.172 and 0.225 and are significant at the 1% level in each of the seven regressions. The 

coefficient estimates for the asymmetry in operational tax planning (τ  SDEC  Sales) are in 

a range between -0.134 and -0.192 and are significant at the 1% level in each of the seven 

regressions. We conclude that no single country drives our results.  

3.3.6 Alternative Explanation: Intertemporal Shifting around Tax Reform Years 

In the final step of our sensitivity analyses, we examine whether our results hold generally 

or whether they are simply driven by one-time intertemporal profit shifting incentives around 

tax rate changes. Firms have incentives to shift sales and costs around tax reform years so that 

their profits are shifted from high- to low-tax years (e.g., Guenther 1994; Andries et al. 2017; 

Dobbins et al. 2018). This profit shifting incentive could drive our results. In the year 

immediately before (after) a tax cut, firms could manipulate operating costs upward 

(downward) and sales downward (upward) to shift profits to a low-tax year. The reverse can be 

expected for tax increases. Indeed, Haga et al. (2019) have recently shown that cost behavior 

around corporate tax cuts is affected by intertemporal tax shifting considerations. We thus 

exclude the year immediately before (pre-reform year) and after (post-reform year) each tax 

rate change to establish that our results are stable and not only driven by intertemporal profit 

shifting. We also only look at pre- and post-reform years separately. Table A.3 of the Appendix 

compares the baseline estimation (specification (1)), the estimation without years immediately 

preceding or following a tax rate change, and the estimation for tax reform years only. 

Altogether, the results are robust. The coefficient estimates for increases in sales (H1) and 

stickiness in operational tax planning (H2) are slightly larger for reform years. Overall, although 

intertemporal profit shifting could amplify the effect, it does not appear to explain our findings. 

4 Cross-Sectional Analyses 

In this section, we examine several cross-sectional differences in the effect of taxes on cost 

behavior. Evidence of a stronger effect of corporate taxes on cost behavior than expected in 

theory would further corroborate our causal interpretation of the results. We conduct three 

cross-sectional analysis. The first cross-sectional analysis aims to compare differences in tax 

avoidance incentives by contrasting loss-making and profitable firms, as well as firms with low 

and high tax expenses. Second, we compare standalone firms and firms belonging to a domestic 
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or multinational group to examine differences in the importance of operational tax planning as 

a first-order tax strategy. Third, we examine cross-firm differences in the ability to pass on taxes 

to stakeholders. As we measure a net effect of operational tax planning and tax incidence, we 

should observe higher tax incidence for firms with high ability to pass on taxes. In addition, 

firms that can pass on taxes to their stakeholders have lower incentives to avoid taxes (Dyreng 

et al. 2018), reducing the potential effect of taxes on cost behavior. Finally, we examine the 

role of implicit taxes (Jennings et al. 2012, Markle et al. 2020) in firms’ cost behavior.] 

4.1 Tax Avoidance Incentives: Profitable Firms versus Loss Firms 

In our main regressions, we exclude loss observations, that is, firm–years with EBTt-1 < 0. 

We now re-include these observations and examine whether firms operate differently in these 

years relative to profitable years. Finding a difference in the tax effect on cost behavior between 

loss-making and profitable firm–years would further corroborate our interpretation of our 

baseline findings as supportive of H1 and H2. We predict that, in loss years, firms have very 

little incentive to engage in tax planning. Hence, we should find corporate taxes to have a 

significantly lower effect on cost behavior for loss firms than for profitable firms. 

To test this prediction, we rerun equation (3) for loss observations and for profitable firm–

years. The results are reported in Table 8. Column (1) presents the results for profitable firm–

years and Column (2) presents the results for loss years. For both sets of firms, we find evidence 

that higher corporate taxes increase cost sensitivity to sales increases. The positive coefficients 

on ct  Salesit are consistent with H1. Further, we continue to find evidence of an asymmetric 

tax effect, as indicated by the negative ct  SDECit  Salesit coefficients in both columns, 

supporting H2. As expected, we find a weaker tax effect on operating cost responsiveness, as 

in the sample of loss-making firms. Overall, the tax effect on cost responsiveness for sales 

increases for loss-making firm years is less than half the effect for the sample of profitable firm–

years. These differences are significant at the 1% level. We interpret these findings as consistent 

with loss firms having lower incentives to engage in operational tax planning, resulting in a 

smaller effect of corporate tax rates. 

We note that using EBT is an imperfect way to proxy for loss firms (see also, Bethmann et 

al. 2018) but, due to the unavailability of tax return data in a cross-country panel, we need to 

assume an overlap between financial and taxable income. We believe that this is a reasonable 

assumption given that we use unconsolidated financial accounting statements of private firms. 

To test whether the measurement error from proxying loss firms by negative EBT is severe, we 

triangulate our results by using tax expenses. Firms with tax loss carryforwards, current tax 

losses, or tax-exempt operations for other reasons will have relatively low tax expenses (scaled 
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by total assets). We assume that these firms have fewer incentives for operational tax planning. 

The results are reported in Columns (3) and (4) of Table 8 and support our predictions. 

4.2 Standalone Firms versus Groups and Multinational Firms 

Second, we exploit differences in the effect of corporate taxes on cost behavior between 

standalone firms and firms belonging to domestic or multinational groups. Firms in larger 

groups have access to international tax planning strategies, whereas standalone firms are more 

likely to only use conforming tax planning. Further, multinational firms and group firms have 

potentially higher non-tax costs of conforming tax planning than standalone firms. Hence, we 

should find that corporate taxes have a larger impact on cost behavior among standalone firms 

than among firms belonging to groups who can also exploit more nonconforming tax planning 

tools. Using ownership information from Amadeus, we expand the sample by adding firms 

belonging to domestic or multinational groups. We then split this extended sample into 

standalone firms and group firms and estimate equation (3) separately for these two groups. 

Columns (5) and (6) of Table 8 present the regression results for the two groups 

respectively. We find empirical support for H1 and H2 in both groups. Consistent with our 

prediction, we find evidence that the effect of corporate taxes on the responsiveness of operating 

costs to increases in sales (H1) is greater for standalone firms than for firms that are part of 

domestic or multinational groups. The difference is significant at the 5% level. These results 

suggest that standalone firms are more likely to use operational tax planning than group 

members are, consistent with evidence presented by Eichfelder et al. (2019). This finding is 

also consistent with operational tax planning and nonconforming tax planning (as well as other 

forms of conforming tax planning) being substitutes. Admittedly, the interesting question 

whether different tax planning channels are substitutes is beyond the scope of our paper. 

However, we find that the asymmetry in operational tax planning does not differ across 

partitions, indicating that all firms appear to face tax planning adjustment costs and 

consequently exhibit sticky operational tax planning.  

4.3 Tax Incidence: Market Power 

The next cross-sectional analysis examines differences in the ability of firms to pass on 

corporate taxes to stakeholders. Prior literature shows that part of the corporate tax burden is 

shifted from shareholders to other stakeholders (e.g., Suárez Serrato and Zidar 2016; Fuest et 

al. 2018, Jacob et al. 2019). If firms can pass on the tax burden to other stakeholders because 

of their market power relative to their stakeholders, then firms will have fewer incentives to 

avoid taxes (Dyreng et al. 2018). Hence, they ultimately face a lower effective tax burden. The 

direct effect of tax incidence on operating cost responsiveness and the indirect effect on the 
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incentives for tax avoidance go into the same direction: For firms with more market power and, 

thus, greater ability to pass on taxes to stakeholders, we would expect corporate taxes to have 

a smaller impact on operating cost responsiveness than for firms with less market power (who 

bear more of the corporate tax). To test this prediction, we exploit cross-sectional differences 

in firm market power. For each firm, we calculate its market share in the respective country–

industry–year combination. We sort firms into those with market shares above the median (High 

Market Share) and below the median (Low Market Share) and re-estimate equation (1). The 

argument is that a firm with a high market share can exert its market power to pass on taxes to 

its stakeholders such as customers, suppliers, and employees.  

We present the results in Columns (1) and (2) of Table 9. We find that, for firms with a 

lower market share, corporate taxes increase the responsiveness of operating costs to increases 

in sales (H1), as well as stickiness of operating tax planning (H2), as indicated by the positive 

coefficient on ct  Salesit and the negative coefficient on ct  SDECit  Salesit, respectively. 

For firms with high market shares, we also obtain a significant positive coefficient on 

ct  Salesit and a significant negative coefficient on ct  SDECit  Salesit. As expected, the 

magnitude of the coefficient estimates for increases in sales (ct  Salesit) is smaller for firms 

with higher market shares. F-Tests indicate that the coefficient estimates for increases in sales 

(ct  Salesit) are statistically different from each other at the 10% level. These results suggest 

that, as firms bear more of the corporate tax burden, they are more likely to engage not only in 

nonconforming tax planning (Dyreng et al. 2018) but also in conforming tax planning, as 

suggested by our results in Table 9.  

4.4 Implicit Taxes: Exploiting Differences in Asset Redeployability 

The final cross-sectional test examines the role of implicit taxes (Jennings et al. 2012, 

Markle et al. 2020). The implicit tax theory suggests that corporate taxes can affect the value 

of assets through implicit taxes. Thereby, implicit taxes can alter the cost structure of firms, for 

example via depreciation. To assess the extent to which implicit taxes drive our results, we sort 

industries into those with high versus low potential of being subject to implicit taxes. 

Specifically, we use the asset redeployability measure by Kim and Kung (2017). If assets can 

be more easily sold on secondary markets, implicit tax theory suggests that asset prices reflect 

implicit taxes. If, however, assets cannot be easily sold to other firms (low asset 

redeployability), there should not be implicit taxes. Using the Kim and Kung (2017) industry-

level measure of asset redeployability, we split firms at the median asset redeployability into 

firm operating in industries with low versus high redeployability. Our results (Table 9, Columns 

(3) and (4)) indicate that the effect of taxes (1) on operating cost and (2) on cost stickiness is 
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significant and similar across partitions with high versus low redeployability. These results 

suggest that operational tax planning but not implicit taxes are driving the effect of taxes on 

operating cost responsiveness. 

One limitation of these cross-sectional tests is that we do not exploit variations in the 

adjustment costs of tax avoidance. Instead, our four cross-sectional tests vary the benefits of 

tax avoidance or the availability of alternative tax avoidance tools, such as cross-border profit 

shifting. Since varying the benefits of tax avoidance while holding the adjustment costs of tax 

avoidance constant is economically similar to holding the benefits constant while varying the 

adjustment costs, we are confident that our cross-sectional tests are informative in supporting 

our theory and the theoretical mechanism. 

5 Conclusion 

This paper examines how firms’ reported operating cost responsiveness to changes in sales 

is affected by corporate taxes. Using a large panel of European standalone firms and several tax 

rate changes, we find robust evidence that the responsiveness of reported operating costs to 

increases in reported sales is positively associated with tax rates. This finding is consistent with 

operational tax planning. We also find robust evidence of stickiness in operational tax planning: 

taxes affect firms’ operating cost responsiveness stronger for increases in sales (that are 

associated with increases in the tax base) than for decreases in sales. We subject this result to a 

battery of robustness tests. Our findings indicate that corporate taxes affect operating cost 

responsiveness to sales changes and contribute to cost stickiness. 

Our paper has limitations in terms of generalizability given the focus on private firms. Our 

results might thus not be extrapolated to large listed firms or multinational firms. Our results 

still have implications for the literature, because we show that, absent cross-border profit 

shifting incentives, taxes affect firms’ cost behavior. Our results could have implications for 

policymakers, since private firms contribute a very significant proportion to overall economic 

activities in OECD countries. Our results suggest that corporate taxes affect not only investment 

decisions and capital structure decisions, as shown in prior literature (e.g., Djankov et al. 2010; 

Heider and Ljungqvist 2015; Giroud and Rauh 2018), but also operating cost behavior and cost 

stickiness in firms. Our results thus also relate to the literature on the sticky cost phenomenon 

(see, e.g., Anderson et al., 2003, or the review by Banker and Byzalov, 2014). We show that 

corporate taxes, by incentivizing sticky operational tax planning, affect cost behavior and cost 

stickiness. Hence, taxes and adjustment costs of operational tax planning could contribute to 

the explanation of cost stickiness. Our results are consistent with operational tax planning being 

the channel through which corporate taxes contribute to the sticky cost phenomenon.  
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Appendix 

Variable Definitions 

Firm-Level Variables 
  
OpCostit Change in operating costs for firm i in year t, equal to OpCostit – 

OpCostit-1, scaled by either TAt-1 (main specification) or Salest-1 
(alternative specification) 

Salesit Change in sales for firm i in year t, equal to Salesit – Salesit-1, scaled by 
either TAt-1 (main specification) or Salest-1 (alternative specification) 

EBITit Change in EBIT for firm i in year t, equal to EBITt – EBITit-1, scaled 
by either TAt-1 (main specification) or Salest-1 (alternative 
specification) 

SDECit Sales decrease dummy for firm i in year t, equal to 1 if Salesit < Salesit-1, 
0 otherwise 

TAit-1 Total assets of firm i in year t - 1 
  

Country-Level Variables 
 
ct Corporate tax rate in country c and year t, including surcharges and 

local taxes 
GDPct GDP growth in country c and year t 
Inflationct Inflation (consumer price change) in country c and year t 
Unemploymentct Unemployment in country c and year t 
  

 

Amadeus Data Sources 

In this table, × stands for data available from Amadeus. 

Position Definition Firms that use the 
cost of goods sold 
method 

Firms that use the 
total cost method 

Sales Net sales × × 

Turnover  Net sales + other 
operating revenues 
+ stock variations 

 × 

EBIT All operating 
revenues - all 
operating expenses 

× × 
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Figure 1: Sample Average Sales Change vs. EBIT Change 

Panel A: Sales Change vs. EBIT Change (% of Total Assets) 

 

Panel B: Sample Average Sales Change vs. EBIT Change (% of Sales) 

 

This figure plots the sales change (x-axis) and the associated average EBIT change (y-axis) for sales increases 
(sector right of zero sales changes) and sales decreases (sector left of zero sales changes). The variable EBITit is 
Salesit – OpCostit. The slopes of the solid lines are calculated based on the regression EBITit =  + 1 Salesit 
+ 2 ct + 3 ct  Salesit + 4 SDECit  Salesit  +5 ct  SDECit  Salesit + 6 ln(TAit-1) + j Cjct + t + c + it. 
For sales increases, the slope is 1 + 3 ct. For sales decreases, the slope is 1 + 3 ct + 4 +5 ct. The slope of 
the dashed line (estimation without taxes) is calculated based on the regression EBITit =  + 1 Salesit 
+ 2 SDECit  Salesit + 3 ln(TAit-1) +j Cjct +t +c +it. For sales increases, the slope is 1. For sales decreases, 
the slope is 1 + 2. In Panel A, EBITit and Salesit in the regression and the x- and y-axes in the figure are scaled 
by lagged total assets (TAit-1). In Panel B, EBITit and Salesit in the regression and the x- and y-axes in the figure 
are scaled by lagged sales (Salesit-1). 
 

=0% 

=40% 

=0% 

=40% 
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Figure 2: Pseudo Reforms: Coefficient Estimates for Future Tax Changes 

Panel A: ct+x  Salesit (Conforming Tax 
Planning) 

Panel B: ct+x  SDECit  Salesit  

(Asymmetry in Conforming Tax Planning) 

This figure shows the coefficient estimates for future tax changes. We calculate the coefficient estimates with the 
regression OpCostit =  + 1 Salesit + 2 ct+x + 3 ct+x  Salesit + 4 SDECit  Salesit  +5 ct+x  SDECit 

 Salesit + 6 ln(TAit-1) + j Cjct + t + c + it with x = 1, 2, 3. We scale the sales change and the change in 
operating costs by TAit-1. Panel A (Panel B) plots 3 (5), the coefficient estimate for Salesit (SDECit  Salesit) 
interacted with the tax rate one, two, and three years, respectively, before the tax rate change. 
 

Figure 3: Country–Year Cell Analysis 

Panel A: Tax Rates versus Coefficient 
Estimates for Salesit 

Panel B: Tax Rates versus Coefficient 
Estimates for SDECit  Salesit (Cost 

Stickiness) 

This figure displays the associations between the corporate tax rate in a country–year (x-axis) and the coefficient 
estimates for sales increases (Panel A) and for cost stickiness as the difference between the slope for sales increases 
and decreases (Panel B) (y-axis). The coefficient estimates are obtained from the first-stage regression 
OpCostitctctSalesit + 2ct SDECit Salesit + 3ct ln(TAit-1) + ict (with OpCost and Sales scaled by 
TAit-1). We run this regression for each country and each year. To mitigate outlier effects due to low numbers of 
observations per country and year, we use robust regressions (efficient high–breakdown point MM estimator; see 
Yohai 1987). In Panel B, we suppress the country–year coefficient estimate for Malta in 2010 (-2.409936, N = 
24). We consider this data point an outlier that would obfuscate the figure. Since we use WLS and weigh country–
year coefficients with the inverse variance, the effect of this outlier in the regressions is negligible. 
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Table 1: Summary Statistics 

This table presents descriptive statistics of our main variables over 2006–2016. The variables are defined in the 
Appendix. All currency values are deflated with the 2006 values and are in thousand EUR. 

Variables N Mean 
Standard 
Deviation p25 p50 p75 

TA 3,357,899 8,139 190,805 628.70 1,505 3,733
Sales 3,357,899 7,636 98,144 860.63 1,763 4,179
SDEC 3,357,899 0.49 0.50 0 0 1
OpCost 3,357,899 7,171 94,023 780.58 1,641 3,909
EBIT 3,357,899 465 8,356 23 82 242
EBT 3,357,652 476 12,215 14 64 218
ct 3,357,899 0.27 0.07 0.20 0.30 0.31
GDP 3,357,899 0.72 3.20 -1.00 1.00 2.30
Inflation 3,357,899 2.87 4.16 0.51 1.83 3.35
Unemployment 3,357,899 10.03 5.11 6.80 8.40 11.70

Table 2: Firms, Observations, Corporate Tax Rates, and Tax Rate Changes by Country 

Country # Firms # Observations Avg. c # c changes (|| > 0.5%) 
AT 1,085 5,780 0.250 0 
BA 1,638 11,726 0.275 6 
BE 3,442 22,893 0.342 1 
BG 11,926 81,274 0.105 1 
CH 98 796 0.188 2 
CY 7 42 0.109 1 
CZ 11,795 88,085 0.202 3 
DE 4,912 32,426 0.312 1 
DK 3,417 5,585 0.247 3 
EE 2,657 18,986 0.211 3 
ES 54,735 416,212 0.300 4 
FI 6,175 42,785 0.241 2 
FR 64,006 498,931 0.357 3 
GB 12,988 80,753 0.253 6 
GR 5,503 35,888 0.253 5 
HR 2,477 19,774 0.200 0 
HU 500 3,729 0.191 2 
IE 151 861 0.125 0 
IS 145 685 0.185 3 
IT 109,856 831,621 0.324 1 
LT 1,818 12,036 0.161 4 
LU 230 1,074 0.291 1 
LV 4,361 21,789 0.150 0 
MD 178 967 0.082 2 
MT 56 291 0.350 0 
NL 418 2,262 0.256 2 
NO 21,120 150,139 0.275 2 
PL 9,791 76,735 0.190 0 
PT 21,026 164,116 0.287 4 
RO 18,646 151,972 0.160 0 
RS 5,036 38,752 0.118 1 
RU 53,424 338,418 0.211 1 
SE 7,777 50,382 0.252 2 
SI 2,484 20,394 0.197 6 
SK 4,684 35,761 0.202 2 
TR 138 1,126 0.200 0 
UA 14,106 92,853 0.222 3 
Sum 462,806 3,357,899 77 
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Table 3: Estimation Without Taxes: Cost Elasticity and Cost Stickiness 

This table presents the results of regressions of changes in operating costs on changes in sales, separated by sales increases and the additional 
effect of the sales decrease dummy SDECit for sales decreases. In specification (1), the changes in operating costs and in sales are scaled by 

TAit-1. In specification (2), the changes in operating costs and in sales are scaled by lagged sales. Specification (3) reports the results for a 
regression of changes in the logarithm of operating costs (ln(OpCostit)) on changes in the logarithm of sales (ln(Salesit)). As controls, we 
include firm size (ln(TAit-1)), GDP growth, unemployment, and inflation into each regression. We report robust t-statistics with standard errors 
clustered at the country–industry level in parentheses. *, **, and *** denote significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively. 

   (1)   (2)    (3) 

Sales, OpCost scaled by  TotalAssetsit-1   Salesit-1  Scale  Log 
VARIABLES  OpCost  OpCost  VARIABLES  ln(OpCost)
Sales  0.904***   0.870***  ln(Sales)  0.969*** 
   (284.3)   (135.4)     (169.1) 
SDEC  Sales  0.0128***   -0.0539***  SDEC  ln(Sales)  -0.0914*** 
   (4.942)   (-9.556)     (-15.27) 
Size  -0.00140***  0.00129***   0.00155*** 
  (-9.626)  (3.616)   (3.502) 
GDP Growth  -0.000400**  0.000330   0.000662*** 
  (-2.402)  (1.547)   (3.444) 
Unemployment  -7.16e-05  0.000546***   0.000789*** 
  (-0.712)  (2.651)   (4.534) 
Inflation  -0.000867***  -0.00110***   -0.00160*** 
  (-9.520)  (-6.910)   (-3.460) 
Observations  3,357,899   3,357,899    3,357,899 
Adjusted R-squared  0.955   0.882    0.839 

Year FE   YES   YES    YES 

Country FE   YES   YES    YES 
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Table 4: Tax Effect on Marginal Costs and Cost Stickiness 

This table presents the results of regressions of changes in operating costs on changes in sales (separated for sales increases and the additional 
effect of the sales decrease dummy SDECit for sales decreases) and on the statutory tax rate . In specification (1), the changes in operating 
costs and in sales are scaled by TAit-1. In specification (2), the changes in operating costs and in sales are scaled by lagged sales. Specification 
(3) reports the results for a regression of changes in the logarithm of operating costs (ln(OpCostit)) on changes in the logarithm of sales 
(ln(Salesit)). As controls, we include firm size (ln(TAit-1)), GDP growth, unemployment, and inflation into each regression. We report robust 
t-statistics with standard errors clustered at the country–industry level in parentheses. *, **, and *** denote significance at the 10%, 5%, and 
1% levels, respectively. 

    (1)   (2)   (3) 

Sales, OpCost scaled by   TotalAssetsit-1   Salesit-1 Scale  Log 
VARIABLES   OpCost   OpCost VARIABLES  ln(OpCost) 
  0.00557   -0.00556   0.0394** 
   (0.419)   (-0.339)    (2.212) 
Sales  0.854***   0.811*** ln(Sales)  0.927*** 
   (86.74)   (54.52)    (88.67) 
SDEC  Sales  0.0569***   -0.00629 SDEC  ln(Sales)  -0.0902*** 
   (7.044)   (-0.364)    (-4.342) 
Sales  0.201***   0.226*** ln(Sales)  0.162*** 
   (5.844)   (4.104)    (3.175) 
SDEC    Sales  -0.176***   -0.173** SDEC    ln(Sales)  -0.000586 
   (-6.511)   (-2.508)    (-0.00648) 
Size  -0.00133***  0.00126***  0.00157*** 
  (-9.140)  (3.737)  (3.531) 
GDP Growth  -0.000221  0.000493***  0.000858*** 
  (-1.473)  (2.853)  (4.911) 
Unemployment  5.82e-06  0.000626***  0.000844*** 
  (0.0617)  (3.121)  (5.035) 
Inflation  -0.000855***  -0.00110***  -0.00165*** 
  (-9.687)  (-6.758)  (-3.665) 
Observations   3,357,899   3,357,899   3,357,899 

Adjusted R-squared   0.956   0.883   0.839 

Year FE   YES   YES   YES 

Country FE   YES   YES   YES 
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Table 5: Tax Effect on Marginal Costs and Cost Stickiness, Additional Controls 

This table presents the results of regressions of changes in operating costs on changes in sales (separated for sales increases and the additional effect of the sales 
decrease dummy SDECit for sales decreases) and on the statutory tax rate . In specifications (1), (4), and (7), the changes in operating costs and in sales are scaled by 

TAit-1. In specifications (2), (5), and (8), the changes in operating costs and in sales are scaled by lagged sales. Specifications (3), (6), and (9) report the results for a 
regression of changes in the logarithm of operating costs (ln(OpCostit)) on changes in the logarithm of sales (ln(Salesit)). In specifications (1) to (3), we additionally 
interact all control variables (standardized with a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one) with SDEC and the respective change in sales measure (coefficients 
not reported). In specifications (4) to (6), we include SDEC as well as the interaction of SDEC with  in the regression. Finally, in specifications (7) to (9), we control 
for country-industry-year sales in the 3-digit NACE industry (excluding the own firm’s sales). As controls in all tests, we include firm size (ln(TAit-1)), GDP growth, 
unemployment, and inflation into each regression. We report robust t-statistics with standard errors clustered at the country–industry level in parentheses. *, **, and 
*** denote significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively. 

  Fully Interacted Model  Standalone SDEC  Control for Industry–Year Sales 
 (1) (2) (3)   (4) (5) (6)  (7) (8) (9) 

Sales 0.134*** 0.277***    0.189*** 0.228***   0.197*** 0.264***  

 (4.259) (5.429)  (5.630) (4.041)   (5.575) (4.211)  
SDEC    Sales -0.0588*** -0.118*    -0.165*** -0.156**   -0.177*** -0.180***  

 (-2.939) (-1.952)  (-6.965) (-2.003)   (-6.587) (-3.287)  
ln(Sales)   0.235***    0.212***    0.178*** 
   (4.181)    (3.269)    (3.339) 
SDEC    ln(Sales)   0.00226    -0.00235    -0.0187 

   (0.0347)    (-0.0265)    (-0.297) 
SDEC  0.0416*** -0.000584 -0.00782*     

  (10.04) (-0.143) (-1.775)     
SDEC    -0.0738*** 0.00814 0.0497**     

  (-5.621) (0.482) (2.267)     
Scaling Variable TA Sales –  TA Sales –  TA Sales – 
Controls YES YES YES YES YES YES  YES YES YES 
Interactions Controls YES YES YES NO NO NO  NO NO NO 
Industry Sales Controls  NO NO NO  NO NO NO  YES YES YES 
Year FE YES YES YES YES YES YES  YES YES YES 
Country FE YES YES YES YES YES YES  YES YES YES 
Observations 3,357,899 3,357,899 3,357,899 3,357,899 3,357,899 3,357,899  3,214,951 3,214,951 3,214,951 
Adjusted R-squared 0.956 0.883 0.839 0.956 0.883 0.839  0.957 0.901 0.855 
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Table 6: Taxes and Cost Stickiness using the Weiss (2010) Measure  

This table presents the results of regressions of the STICKY parameter (Weiss 2010) on the statutory corporate 
tax rate . The STICKY parameter is estimated on firm level as the difference in cost function slopes between 
upward and downward activity adjustments. We estimate STICKY using the preceding four years: STICKYi,t = 
ln Δ𝑂𝑝𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡/Δ𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 , ln Δ𝑂𝑝𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡/Δ𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 , , where x, 𝑥 ∈ t, …, t-3  and x (ẋ) is the most recent of the 

last four years with a decrease (increase) in sales. The lower STICKY, the higher the cost stickiness. Depending 
on the specification, we lose large and different numbers of observations. In specification (1), we report the 
baseline results. In specification (2), we demand that the tax rate stays unchanged during the preceding four years 
(the period that STICKY relies on). In specification (3), we winsorize STICKY on the 1% level. In specification 
(4), we employ country fixed effects. In specification (5), in order to mitigate the issue of multiple consecutive 
STICKY observations per firm, we drop STICKYi,t if we employ STICKYi,t-1 and/or STICKYi,t-2. We report 
robust t-statistics with standard errors clustered at the country–industry level in parentheses. *, **, and *** denote 
significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively. 

  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
VARIABLES STICKY STICKY STICKY STICKY STICKY
 -0.142*** -0.0367** -0.135*** -0.190*** -0.158*** 
  (-12.78) (-2.056) (-13.48) (-3.387) (-8.942) 
Observations 1,384,369 521,379 1,384,369 1,384,369 595,415 
Adjusted R-squared 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002 
Constant tax rates in {t, …, t-3} NO YES NO NO NO 
STICKY winsorized at 1% and 99% NO NO YES NO NO 
Country FE NO NO NO YES NO 
Year FE YES YES YES YES YES 
Multiple consecutive obs. per firm YES YES YES YES NO 

 

 


